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Abstract. Colleges is one of the training bases for football talents. The development of football in 

colleges plays a guiding role in the development of Chinese football. To a certain extent, the good 
and bad effectiveness of the college football development indirectly reflects the overall situation of 

China's campus football. As we all know, college is a wide range of talent pool with rich cultural 
atmosphere, rich resources, communication platform, so how to use these talents to achieve 

resource integration and optimization, to build a comprehensive college football development 
system and promote the development of college football and the atmosphere of football and 

enhance the physical quality and will quality of college students, has become the focus of this study. 
This paper studied the present situation of college football, the talent advantages of college football, 

and how to use these talents to provide constructive countermeasures for campus football. Besides, 
we puts forward the idea of integrating university resources, perfecting amateur training system and 

the construction of college football network system measures and ideas, making this article has a 
strong theoretical significance, but also has a high practical value.  

Introduction 

With the college football as a course introduced into the classroom, more and more college students 

love football, with years of construction and development, college campus football has not only 
simply carry the function of entertaining everyone's physical and mental, from a certain meaning: 

Today's college football not only bear the position of directing the development of China's campus 
football, and even will be arsenal to output China's reserve football talent in the future. However, 

the development of college football in colleges exist the problem while there is a huge advantage, if 
we want our college football to get huge development by leaps and bounds, we must take useful 

exploration on its existence and potential advantages. To strengthen the ideological and political 
work of college football in colleges of China: to attach great importance to the culture education of 

football talents in colleges, to establish a "use football to nurture people" training ideas; football 
management, education department, social enterprises and families to work together; building coach 

team to achieve scientific guidance and training; to make full use of the humanities advantages of 
colleges. Only set off a football boom in the national colleges and universities, China's campus 

football can really use the humanities to achieve sustainable development.  

Analysis on Current Situation of Competition and Training System 

The college football training system is a complex training system, which is composed of many 
small links. Among them, in the college football training system, the players system and coaches 

system are undoubtedly the most important two links. 
College Football Team is Different from the Professional Team. Due to the different 

disciplines and professional, it makes that different from other levels of campus football. Therefore, 
the composition of the college football team is generally made up of different courses and different 

professional classes, and even different campus students, to take centralized training at a fixed time. 
Because of the above series of reasons, when the college football team is dealing with this part of 

the training, they often use the pre-season system team not the whole year system team. Football is 
a collective movement, in the game, the 11 people must keep thinking unity, consistent action, 

attack or defense together, the overall sense of war must be strong. 
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In the University coach System, Most of the Football Teachers are Coming from Colleges. 

This situation determines that the college football team coaches not only focus on college football 
team training work, but also take part of the energy in football regular teaching, football research 

work even the student political work. From another point of view, the college football team coach 
most are non-professional athlete origin, although there is a certain of theoretical knowledge, but 

from the professional skills and teaching experience point of view, they are still deficiencies, which 
makes college football training encounter bottlenecks, but also make the development of college 

football training system limited. 
During the Long Time Development Process, due to the lack of scientific reform and improve 

the management system, the lack of a clear direction of development, the Chinese football making 
breeding of a series of complex social problems and ugly social phenomenon in the process of 

reform. Leading to the Chinese football has lost both the original institutional advantages, as well as 
the tenacious struggle, hard work and other fine traditions of sports industry, and did not play the 

role of professional sports promotion function. On the contrary, it makes more and more people fear 
to talk about Chinese football, choose to stay away from the Chinese football indefinitely. 

Analysis on the Advantages of Football Talents in Colleges of our Country 

The Advantage of College Football Atmosphere. The low level of China's football has a close 

relationship with lower the football atmosphere. Doing a good job for football culture, and the 
people to participate in football game will naturally become more. The cornerstone of the football 

population will naturally grow, which will create far-reaching significance for the development of 
football naturally. The high school football atmosphere here does not simply mean that the presence 

of high-level football teams in football and the participation of football professionals in the football, 
it also includes the atmosphere that non-sports professional school students participate in the of 

football activities, this kind of atmosphere even has a certain relationship with surrounding campus 
football environment. 

The advantage of national college football population. The population here refers to the 
student source in the full-yard system undergraduate, full-time graduate students, doctoral students, 

foreign students, correspondence students and other students. The level of a country's football 
mostly depend on the fundamental factor that how much the country's football population. The most 

fundamental driving force of the football population depends on the number of football population 
in right age. Colleges as intensive places of young people crowding, is the gathering place of 

football culture. From this point of the right age of the population, the university is undoubtedly 
having the unique advantage. 

The Spirit Advantage of Our Country College Football. College campus football as a special 
group, in the process of participation, most of us are holding this simple love of football to 

participate in. It is not important to be able to obtain material or other incentives. Just such a 
mentality, it restores the most pure football value, but also makes the college campus football grow 

and develop in a good environment. There is no doubt that higher spiritual realm is also become an 
advantage for college football talent. 

The Countermeasures for the Present Situation of Football Future Development in China 

Integrate College Resources, and Improve the Amateur Training System. In the process of 

football development in colleges, we must pay attention to the optimal allocation of football 
teachers and coaches. By arranging the best football training staff reasonably to take part in the 

daily training and curriculum learning the two links, taking the high level football team construction 
as the flag to guide and attract more students to participate in college football. And then regard the 

popularity of college football as a guarantee, to select more outstanding student players into the 
high level sports team. And finally through the mutual coordination and mutual promotion, so as to 

achieve the resources optimization of the college football teachers and coaches, to improve the 
amateur training system. 
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Football Special Students Enrollment System Construction. Improve the primary school, 

junior school, senior high school, college football special students enrollment policy, develop 
football reserve talent identification standards and school management system, to further expand the 

number of colleges to recruit high-level football players, to smoothen channel for output the 
football talent players, gradually smoothen football team construction and operation mechanism of 

taking the colleges as the "leading" to build football team from primary, secondary schools to 
colleges. To allow the designated schools to recruit football specialty students. But for the current 

domestic environment, very few colleges are willing to treat recruiting football specialty students as 
enrollment projects, and more places were replaced by ping-pang ball, badminton, tennis and other 

small ball projects. Therefore, the national sports functional departments and education departments 
must set up a well-established enrollment system as a top priority thing to do, so that the level of 

football of colleges can continue to be improved. 
Unite College Functions, Establish College Football Training System,As the college football 

players have both a player and a student dual identity, reading and training contradictions will 
naturally be reflected in the training. Therefore, it is recommended that college football 

decision-making joint functional departments responsible for the development establish college 
football training system. First of all, the system should clearly point out how to coordinate the class, 

examination questions for the students in the training and competition. Second, a clear reward and 
punishment system should be built for the team members who achieve the results and problems 

during the training and the game. 

Summary 

China's football development shows a serious polarization phenomenon in some colleges, therein, 
the implement level of part of the eastern colleges is higher than the central and western regions. 

But generally affected by the training system, funding, venues, policy protection and the domestic 
football environment, the overall level of development is not high and not ideal. Colleges is a 

resourceful place for talent students, the development of college football has a unique talent 
advantage, which are reflected in the humanities, education, and technology and so on. The 

development of football in colleges and universities can take these talents as the carrier, and 
constantly improve and innovate and realize the sustainable development. 
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